Faced with the rapid growth of vector data and the urgent requirement of low-latency query, it has become an important and timely challenge to effectively achieve the scalable storage and efficient access of vector big data. However, a systematic method is rarely seen for vector polygon data storage and query taking spatial locality into account in the storage schema, index construction and query optimization. In the paper, we focus on the storage and topological query of vector polygon geometry data in HBase, and the rowkey in the HBase table is the concatenation of the Hilbert value of the grid cell to which the center of the object entity's MBR belongs, the layer identifier and the order code. Then, a new multi-level grid index structure, termed Q-HBML, that incorporates the grid-object spatial relationship and a new Hilbert hierarchical code into the multi-level grid, is proposed for improving the spatial query efficiency. Finally, based on the Q-HBML index, two query optimization strategies and an optimized topological query algorithm, ML-OTQ, are presented to optimize the topological query process and enhance the topological query efficiency. Through four groups of comparative experiments, it has been proven that our approach supports better performance.
Introduction
The advancement of spatial information acquisition technologies and the proliferation of geographical information applications result in an explosive growth of spatial vector data. The traditional centralized data management technologies are facing the problems of high-concurrent read-write and the scalability problem while dealing with massive and complex spatial vector data. How to achieve scalable storage and fast query at low costs is an urgent and challenging issue. Cloud computing is a new distributed computing and storage architecture that supports a massive horizontal extension on low-cost computers, which provides infinite and scalable storage and computing power. Applying cloud computing to the geographic information system (GIS) is an effective way to solve massive spatial vector data issues [1] [2] [3] [4] .
HBase [5] is a highly scalable, high-concurrency, high-reliability and fault-tolerant distributed column-oriented NoSQL database, built on top of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [6] , providing powerful storage capacity and offering low-latency query service. In vector data management, operations are processed frequently and require low latency, especially for query operations; whereas, HDFS is mainly suitable for big block data storage, low-frequency update and allowing response latency. Therefore, HDFS alone has difficulty solving the massive spatial vector data storage issue. In contrast, HBase is suitable for massive vector data storage and retrieval scenarios and also can be extended with third-party SQL components to support standard SQL operations. Specifically, first, HBase is designed to achieve unstructured and semi-structured big data storage, support fast query and frequent update and allow single or batch delete and insertion anywhere. In addition, it also supports MapReduce for distributed computing. Thirdly, HBase is a column-based sparse row/column matrix that does not store elements with empty column values, saving significant storage space. Fourthly, the rowkey of HBase can be designed flexibly according to different applications. Finally, based on the SQL query component such as Apache Phoenix [6] , the HBase database can be operated via standard SQL statements and integrated seamlessly with application systems based on traditional relational databases.
In the field of vector spatial data storage and fast query, a systematic method for HBase storage-schema design and index construction, especially for the design of rowkeys, has become an urgent and significant problem. Most of the previous works focused on the point data model [2, 4, 7] , and works on the polygon data model are rarely seen. In addition, for the spatial index, more representative methods include R-tree [8, 9] , grid [10, 11] , quadtree [12] , and so on, but the query, delete and insert operations in R-tree are more complex. The grid index maintains data locality and is more suitable for point data storage, but it easily increases redundancy for line and polygon data and cannot solve the multi-scale issue. As the quadtree index becomes deeper and does not maintain data locality, the data that are accessed are more unrelated to the query, reducing performance. Finally, few approaches are proposed to optimize query processing.
To address the above issues, a new approach for vector polygon big data storage and fast query based on HBase is proposed. Not only are we concerned about the design of the rowkey, but we propose a new index structure and query optimization strategies to improve query efficiency. Firstly, in the vector data storage model, the rowkey in the HBase table is the concatenation of the Hilbert value of the grid cell in which the object entity belongs, the layer identifier and the order code. Such a rowkey design shows the advantages of keeping spatial data proximity storage on disks and flexibly supporting the fast query based on layers. Secondly, a new multi-level grid index structure termed quadtree-Hilbert-based multi-level index (Q-HBML) that incorporates the grid-object spatial relationship (partial coverage and coverage) and a new Hilbert hierarchical code into a multi-level grid is proposed for indexing the information of multi-scale vector data and improving the efficiency of spatial query, and a new generation algorithm for the Hilbert code is put forward to encode hierarchical Q-HBML grid cells. Such an index design avoids the drawbacks of a latitude-longitude grid by dividing a large geographic space into levels in the quadtree structure and takes advantage of the localization and hierarchical feature of the Hilbert curve to directly encode grid cells without using a two-level index structure. Finally, based on the grid-object spatial relationship in the Q-HBML index, two query optimization strategies and a multi-level index based optimized topological query algorithm (ML-OTQ), are presented to optimize the spatial topological query processing and enhance the spatial query efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 presents the data storage schema for vector spatial data. Section 4 proposes a new multi-level grid spatial index and the optimized query strategies. Section 5 experimentally illustrates their efficiency. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Works
Recently, there have been some studies on vector big data storage and query based on HBase, primarily including three aspects: the storage model, spatial index and query process. The design of the storage model and spatial index plays a vital role in an efficient query. On the one hand, most previous researchers focused on the design of the point data storage model [2, 4, 7] . Zhang et al. [2] designed the vector distributed storage and index model for point data in HBase. It used the vector data record ID as the HBase rowkey and adopted the grid spatial index to construct the spatial index. Experiments showed that their method performed better compared with MongoDB and MySQL. Nishimura et al. [4] designed a multi-dimensional index based on K-d tree and quadtree for location services. In the above studies, the grid index is simple and more suitable for point data storage, but it easily increases the redundancy for line and polygon data. On the other hand, a few researchers started to design a polygon storage model, which is more complex. Wang et al. [1] proposed two HBase storage schemas for polygon data. The first was the storage schema with rowkeys based on the Z-curve, and the second was the storage scheme with rowkeys based on geometry object identifiers. Experiments demonstrated that building a spatial index in rowkeys was a better choice than building it in columns to improve the efficiency of region query. However, this work increases the storage space owing to the storing of an object more than once and ignores the cases in which a grid cell may belong to many vector objects, resulting in the non-uniqueness of rowkeys in the first storage schema. The Hilbert curve is proven to perform better data locality mapping than the Z-curve and improves the spatial retrieval efficiency, which has been applied in the fields of spatial data partition [13, 14] and the vector storage schema [3] . Wang and Hong et al. [14] proposed a new algorithm for the generation of Hilbert code by studying the Hilbert curve, and the Hilbert code was applied to the spatial partition for massive spatial data. Faloutsos et al. [15] proposed the use of the Hilbert code, presenting that the good distance-preserving mappings can improve the performance of a spatial index and a spatial query and demonstrated that the Hilbert code achieved better clustering than Z-ordering (actually, the Peano curve) and bit-shuffling. Wang et al. [3] designed a vector spatial data model based on HBase. The Hilbert value and entity ID were denoted as the rowkey in the HBase table, and they proposed a parallel method of building the Hilbert R-tree index using MapReduce. However, the Hilbert curve is rarely used in the field of the spatial index.
For the spatial index, Shaffer et al. [16] designed a prototype geographic information system that used the quadtree to represent point, line and polygon data. Li et al. [17] presented a hybrid structure of the spatial index based on the multi-grid and quadrate-rectangle (QR) tree. Geo-spatial data were first divided into a multi-grid index, and then, every small grid had a spatial index established based on QR-tree. Han et al. [7] proposed a hybrid two-tier index combining quadtree and regular grids, termed HGrid. The row key was denoted as the concatenation of the quad-tree Z-value and the regular grid rowkey. In addition to the design of the rowkey, the influence of the column name on index efficiency was of concern. These two studies established the second index for a certain number of objects for which their minimal boundary rectangle (MBR) completely fell into a grid cell, which reduced the space of index storage, but returned more unrelated data when the MBRs of unrelated objects were also contained in the querying grid ranges.
On the other hand, some technologies for indexing multi-dimensional data have emerged. GeoMesa [18] is an open-source suite of tools that quickly stores, indexes and extracts spatio-temporal big data in a distributed database built on Apache Accumulo, HBase, etc., and offers a customizable space-filling curve that interleaves portions of the location's Geohash with portions of the date-time string to index geo-time data. GeoMesa uses the XZ [19] curve for indexing data with the spatial extent. Geohash and XZ are both extensions of the Z-order curve, leading to poorer data locality preservation than the Hilbert curve. GeoWave [20] is a software library that stores, retrieves and analyzes massive multi-dimensional spatial data in various distributed key-value stores. GeoWave uses the compact Hilbert curve to represent n-dimensional grids at multiple levels, which it uses to provide an index in which each point of a Hilbert curve maps to a grid cell. The corresponding level of each entry in the data store is stored in its key as part of its row ID. The above two works have a dedicated capability to manage geo-time data, especially for point data. ElasticSearch [21] is a distributed, document-oriented data store, search and analytic engine. It is best known for its full-text search capabilities, but also supports geospatial data storage and fundamental spatial search. It offers Geohash Information 2018, 9, 116 4 of 21 (Z-order) spatial-prefix-based indexes that work for points, lines and polygons. Hulbert et al. [22] demonstrated that ElasticSearch performed worse than GeoMesa in the number of result records and latency when performing larger spatio-temporal queries. This is because GeoMesa is underlying the distributed data store Accumulo, which enables a high-performance scalable space-filling curve index and allows for returning data in parallel. For ElasticSearch, there is likely a bottleneck in returning the results when querying larger spatio-temporal queries. In this paper, we mainly focus on data storage and improving the topological query efficiency of large scales of polygon data.
Moreover, there are some works on query processing. Han et al. [7] presented methods for processing range queries using the coprocessor operation and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) queries using the scan operation based on the HGrid data model. Nishimura et al. [4] proposed an optimized query processing technology to obviate the false positive scans. The core idea was to recursively sub-divide the input query geometry into sub-queries that imitate the way that the index partitions the multi-dimensional space. However, these two works only focus on the contain type spatial query relationship, and other spatial topological queries still need to be researched.
Vector Spatial Data Storage
Unlike the two-dimensional tables of traditional relational database management systems (RDBMSs), data in HBase are organized in a three-dimensional cube including the rowkey, column and timestamp. Each column belongs to a particular column family. Each row in HBase represents a vector object for vector data storage, which is identified with the rowkey. At the physical level, the data are physically sorted by rowkey, column name and timestamp. Therefore, the designs of the rowkey and column family in HBase are vital to the spatial query efficiency. In this section, the design of the rowkey based on the Hilbert curve is first given. After that, the design of the geographic information column family is described.
Rowkey Design
A rowkey in the HBase table is made up of the layer identifier and object grid cell codes. First, the longitude-latitude grid is used to divide geographical space. After that, the grid cell code is computed by the Hilbert space curve. For point objects, their rowkeys are denoted as the grid cells in which they are. For polygon or linear objects, the grid cell codes to which the geometric center of polygon or linear objects belong are regarded as their rowkeys. Moreover, a grid cell may belong to more than one object to be overlaid by more than one object. Consequently, the order code is used to distinguish grid cells belonging to different objects. The rowkey in the HBase table is designed as follows: Rowkey = object grid cell code + separator + layer identifier + order code (1) For example, we assume that the layer identifier is L, and the order code is 001. As shown in Figure 1 , the grid cell code where the center of the object is located is 002. Thus, the rowkey of this polygon is 002_L_001. GeoMesa in the number of result records and latency when performing larger spatio-temporal queries. This is because GeoMesa is underlying the distributed data store Accumulo, which enables a high-performance scalable space-filling curve index and allows for returning data in parallel. For ElasticSearch, there is likely a bottleneck in returning the results when querying larger spatio-temporal queries. In this paper, we mainly focus on data storage and improving the topological query efficiency of large scales of polygon data. Moreover, there are some works on query processing. Han et al. [7] presented methods for processing range queries using the coprocessor operation and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) queries using the scan operation based on the HGrid data model. Nishimura et al. [4] proposed an optimized query processing technology to obviate the false positive scans. The core idea was to recursively sub-divide the input query geometry into sub-queries that imitate the way that the index partitions the multi-dimensional space. However, these two works only focus on the contain type spatial query relationship, and other spatial topological queries still need to be researched.
Vector Spatial Data Storage
Rowkey Design
A rowkey in the HBase table is made up of the layer identifier and object grid cell codes. First, the longitude-latitude grid is used to divide geographical space. After that, the grid cell code is computed by the Hilbert space curve. For point objects, their rowkeys are denoted as the grid cells in which they are. For polygon or linear objects, the grid cell codes to which the geometric center of polygon or linear objects belong are regarded as their rowkeys. Moreover, a grid cell may belong to more than one object to be overlaid by more than one object. Consequently, the order code is used to distinguish grid cells belonging to different objects. The rowkey in the HBase table is designed as follows: Rowkey = object grid cell code + separator + layer identifier + order code (1) For example, we assume that the layer identifier is L, and the order code is 001. As shown in Figure 1 , the grid cell code where the center of the object is located is 002. Thus, the rowkey of this polygon is 002_L_001. The benefits of this design are as follows:
1.
High spatial aggregation. Rows in HBase are sorted lexicographically [23] by rowkey. Vector data are first sorted by grid cell code, then by the layer identifier and the order code. Such a rowkey design makes spatial objects that are close in distance be able to be stored closely on disks. This feature is beneficial to region query.
2.
Uniqueness. The layer identifier and order code make sure that the rowkey in HBase is unique by distinguishing grid cells belonging to more than one object. A vector object is never stored more than once, which reduces the storage space. 3.
Strong query flexibility. In addition to ensuring the uniqueness of rowkeys, the design of a rowkey also takes the application requirements of querying or extracting spatial data by layer into account. Through filtering the rowkey, we can quickly retrieve certain layer data, thereby increasing the flexibility of the spatial query.
Column Family Design
Different from raster image data, the vector spatial data storage is more complicated, as it not only involves the scale and layer, but varies on complex structures such as point, line, polygon, etc. Therefore, this paper concentrates on the geometry storage rather than the attribute storage. A new vector data column family structure is designed as Table 1 . The GeometryInfo column family is made up of the Cor, MBR, Type, Area, Perimeter and LID columns, which represent the object geometry coordinate, object minimum boundary rectangle, object geometry type, object area, object perimeter and the layer identity correspondingly. In the GeometryInfo column family, the coordinates and MBR of geographic objects are stored in well-known binary (WKB) format due to its storage efficiency and higher literacy. It is beneficial to spatial query and statistics when the MBR of spatial objects, geometry type, area and length columns are designed in the GeometryInfo column family, because these columns are frequently used in spatial query and statistics. The geometry type is stored as an integer to reduce the cost of storage by geometry type mapping relationships. For example, the number 1 means the geometry type point, and 4 is mapped to the type polygon. Furthermore, the LID column in the GeometryInfo column family is used to improve the efficiency and flexibility of operation based on the layers, although it costs some storage. In this way, when processing a layer of data, we can choose the rowkey filter or LID column for the data operation according to the application scenarios.
Vector Spatial Data Optimized Query
In this section, a new spatial index (Q-HBML) and two query optimization strategies are proposed to improve the efficiency of the spatial query. We first describe the Q-HBML index and a new algorithm for the generation of the hierarchical Hilbert code. The rowkey of the index table is also designed. Then, two query optimization strategies are analyzed. Furthermore, we apply our developed index and query optimization strategies for optimizing the topological query in HBase.
Quadtree-Hilbert-Based Multi-Level Grid Index

Algorithm of the Index
To build the Q-HBML index, first we use quadtree to divide the vector data into different rectangular levels, and the longitude-latitude grid is used to divide each quadtree level of the grids into a sequence of contiguous cells. After that, each cell in every level is encoded in hierarchical Hilbert codes. Finally, the rowkey of the spatial index table in HBase is designed.
The procedure of the Q-HBML partition is shown in Figure 2 , and the grid begins to divide with the initial level; every grid cell in each level is regarded as a single unit. With the intersection of the Prime Meridian and the Equator as the central point, the size of the zero-level grid cell is 360 • × 180 • ; the one-level is divided equally into four grid cells, each with a grid size of 180 • × 90 • . In each level, the longitude and latitude of every grid cell are transformed into the row and column (see Figure 3) . By analogy, according to quadtree recursive subdivision, they form a multi-level grid of latitude and longitude. Then, we establish the mapping relationship between the different data scales and the corresponding levels.
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Grid cells in Q-HBML are identified by the level number, row and column number. The Hilbert curve is applied to transform three-dimensional spatial data into a one-dimensional array and represent the encoding of grid cells. Most of the Hilbert curve works to encode grid cells in decimal format [15, 24] , such as 1, 2, 3, 12, 13. However, this kind of encoding is unable to represent the hierarchical relationship between grid cells at different levels, and it will cause a number of unrelated grid cells to access when scanning the Q-HBML index table in HBase. Consequently, based on the Hilbert curve algorithm proposed by Faloutsos and Roseman [15] , this paper proposes a new algorithm (see algorithm1) for the generation of the Hilbert code and computes hierarchical Hilbert codes of grid cells to represent the hierarchical and neighborhood relationship between grid cells. This algorithm is shown as follows: Algorithm 1. Generate hierarchical Hilbert codes of grid cells.
Input: r, c: row value and column value of a grid cell, l: level of the grid cell; Output: h: hierarchical Hilbert code of the grid cell (r, c) 1.
Step (1) transform r and c into L + 1-bit binary number, and then 2.
turn it into the corresponding Morton code by interleaving bits of the two binary numbers (see Figure 5 ); 3.
Step (2) divide the Morton code from left to right into 2-bit strings, and then 4.
swap every '10' and '11'; 5.
Step (3) (i = 1, …, N) represents above every 2-bit string from left to right;
swap every following occurrence of '01' and every following occurrence of '11';
swap every following occurrence of '10' and '00'; 10.
Step (4) from left to right, calculate the decimal values of each 2-bit string; see Figure 6 ; 11.
Step (5) Take an example: in Figure 4 , the end level is L + 3, and a spatial object P is located in the grid cell (0,0) in the L level. P cannot be mapped into the grid cell (0,0) of level L as grid cell (0,0) has not been fully overlaid by the MBR of P. Thus, the grid cell divides into the next level L + 1. There are no grid cells at level L + 1 that are fully overlaid by the MBR of P. Then, the grid cells divide into the next level L + 2. In level L + 2, grid cells (1,1), (2,1) are fully overlaid by the MBR of P. Therefore, the mapping relationship between grid cells (1,1), (2,1) and P is established. Grid cells (1,1), (2,1) no longer split, and grid cells that are partly overlaid by the MBR of P need to further split into the next level. Because L + 3 is the end level, no other grid cells need to be divided.
Step (1) transform r and c into L + 1-bit binary number, and then 2. turn it into the corresponding Morton code by interleaving bits of the two binary numbers (see Figure 5) ; 3.
Step (2) divide the Morton code from left to right into 2-bit strings, and then 4. swap every '10' and '11'; 5. Step (3) t i (i = 1, . . . , N) represents above every 2-bit string from left to right; 6. If t i = '00', then 7. swap every following occurrence of '01' and every following occurrence of '11'; 8. Else if t i = '11', then 9. swap every following occurrence of '10' and '00'; 10.
Step (5) If we directly use the hierarchical Hilbert code as the rowkey of the index table, this design will result in vector data at the same level cross-storage after the internal index sort of HBase, and vector data at the same level that are adjacent in space cannot be represented closely (see Table 2 ). As shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 , when we need to query vector data in the range of "010", "011", "012" and "013", the pointer needs to move four times. If we directly use the hierarchical Hilbert code as the rowkey of the index table, this design will result in vector data at the same level cross-storage after the internal index sort of HBase, and vector data at the same level that are adjacent in space cannot be represented closely (see Table 2 ). As shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 , when we need to query vector data in the range of "010", "011", "012" and "013", the pointer needs to move four times. If we directly use the hierarchical Hilbert code as the rowkey of the index table, this design will result in vector data at the same level cross-storage after the internal index sort of HBase, and vector data at the same level that are adjacent in space cannot be represented closely (see Table 2 ). As shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 , when we need to query vector data in the range of "010", "011", "012" and "013", the pointer needs to move four times. If we directly use the hierarchical Hilbert code as the rowkey of the index table, this design will result in vector data at the same level cross-storage after the internal index sort of HBase, and vector data at the same level that are adjacent in space cannot be represented closely (see Table 2 ). As shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 , when we need to query vector data in the range of "010", "011", "012" and "013", the pointer needs to move four times. If we directly use the hierarchical Hilbert code as the rowkey of the index table, this design will result in vector data at the same level cross-storage after the internal index sort of HBase, and vector data at the same level that are adjacent in space cannot be represented closely (see Table 2 ). As shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 , when we need to query vector data in the range of "010", "011", "012" and "013", the pointer needs to move four times. Table 3 shows their storage schema in HBase; for the query area in Figure 8 , the pointer only needs to move one time (move to "0100"). Rowkey = grid level number + separator + hierarchical Hilbert code (2) The benefits of this index are as follows:
1.
In the same grid level, the vector spatial data that are close in space are represented closely, which reduces the times of disk access, in particular for range query.
2.
By using this Q-HBML grid index, we only need to further divide the grid cells that are partly overlaid by MBR of an object entity until reaching the end level, which reduces the grid cells' redundant construction and improves the efficiency and precision of the spatial query. 3.
The Hilbert code structure is relatively simple and highly scalable, and there is no need to pre-specify the code length. The length of the code can be dynamically expanded as the grid level increases.
4.
The query operation is simpler. It is easy and quick to locate the query object indexes in the index table through the grid level and grid-object spatial relationships. Table Architecture As shown in Figure 9 , we create an index table in the HBase database, which has a column family and develop the Q-HBML index codes for the vector object ranges. The rowkey of index table is designed in Section 4.1.1. The column has a value of zero or the ID of a plurality of vector entity records; each ID is the rowkey value of the corresponding spatial entity record in the vector spatial data table.
Index
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The advantage of the design of column names is conducive to greatly improving the spatial query efficiency. By analyzing the column name identifiers, the spatial relationship of the query objects can be preliminarily determined to filter too many unnecessary vector entities before taking complex spatial operations, improving spatial query performance. Besides, when there are only one or a few layers for spatial query, we can filter a large amount of unrelated index data by the layer ID in the column names.
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In fact, creating the spatial index for vector big data is a time-consuming process, especially when the grid level increases. This paper implements a method of creating the Q-HBML index in parallel based on MapReduce. The core idea of this method is described as follows (see Figure 10 ): After data partition provided by Hadoop, in the map stage, build the Q-HBML grid index for spatial entities on each layer, and export key/value pairs whose grid code is the key and the object ID codes mapped to spatial objects are the value. In the reduce stage, merge the output data in the map stage and write the index values to the index table. The design of the column name plays an important role in improving spatial query and filter efficiency. To identify the grid-object spatial relationships in columns, the column name is denoted as the concatenation of a spatial relationship code and a layer ID. For the spatial relationship code, the number "0" represents the partial coverage spatial relationship, and the number "1" represents the full coverage spatial relationship.
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Query Optimization Strategies
As shown in Figure 11 , the flowchart of the spatial query is as follows: (1) first, divide the query geometry into multi-level grid cells in the Q-HBML index; (2) secondly, get the IDs of the target objects in the index table based on the grid-object spatial relationships between the vector objects and the query grid cells; (3) thirdly, obtain the object data in the data table through the object IDs; (4) finally, take the geometry computation for the obtained object data using GeoTools [25] to further filter useless objects, and then, get the final query results. 
As shown in Figure 11 , the flowchart of the spatial query is as follows: (1) first, divide the query geometry into multi-level grid cells in the Q-HBML index; (2) secondly, get the IDs of the target objects in the index table based on the grid-object spatial relationships between the vector objects and the query grid cells; (3) thirdly, obtain the object data in the data table through the object IDs; (4) finally, take the geometry computation for the obtained object data using GeoTools [25] to further filter useless objects, and then, get the final query results. In the query processing, the two procedures of partitioning multi-level grids and scanning the index table perform important roles. Before determining which data buckets to scan, we must check index entries to determine if the grid cells corresponding to the entry intersect with the query. Spatial topological query involves different spatial relationship types, such as contain, overlap, etc. If we split the query geometry completely and check index entries that intersect with the query by scanning the index grid cells one by one for all spatial relationship types, this definitely increases the cost to scan the unnecessary grid cells. In essence, for the different query spatial relationship types, the ways to split the query geometry and scan index grid cells could be optimized. Based on the multi-level partition and spatial locality of the Q-HBML index in Section 4.1, this section proposes two corresponding new spatial query optimization strategies that eliminate a large number of unnecessary scans.
Through the research of the grid-object spatial relationships and spatial locality in the Q-HBML index, the following spatial query optimization strategies can reduce a large amount of scan operations, filtering a great deal of query data that do not match the spatial query conditions, thereby enhancing data query performance. The optimization strategies are as follows:
1. Optimized strategy on the spatial query operator Apply different computation methods according to different spatial query operators, such as touch, contain, etc. Take the spatial relationship operation touch as an example: in the nine-intersection model [26] , touch calculates the boundary of an object. The grid cells at the last level of the Q-HBML index constitute the boundary indexes of one object. The grid cells in the last In the query processing, the two procedures of partitioning multi-level grids and scanning the index table perform important roles. Before determining which data buckets to scan, we must check index entries to determine if the grid cells corresponding to the entry intersect with the query. Spatial topological query involves different spatial relationship types, such as contain, overlap, etc. If we split the query geometry completely and check index entries that intersect with the query by scanning the index grid cells one by one for all spatial relationship types, this definitely increases the cost to scan the unnecessary grid cells. In essence, for the different query spatial relationship types, the ways to split the query geometry and scan index grid cells could be optimized. Based on the multi-level partition and spatial locality of the Q-HBML index in Section 4.1, this section proposes two corresponding new spatial query optimization strategies that eliminate a large number of unnecessary scans.
1. Optimized strategy on the spatial query operator Apply different computation methods according to different spatial query operators, such as touch, contain, etc. Take the spatial relationship operation touch as an example: in the nine-intersection model [26] , touch calculates the boundary of an object. The grid cells at the last level of the Q-HBML index constitute the boundary indexes of one object. The grid cells in the last level may be fully overlaid or partly overlaid by the query geometry (see Figure 12) . Therefore, we can filter objects that are mapped by the fully-overlaid grid cells because it is impossible for these mapped objects to touch the query geometry. In the Q-HBML index, only the unique objects that are mapped by the partly-covered grid cells at the last level need to be selected to perform the touch geometry computation, instead of scanning all grid cells. Similarly, for other spatial query operators, such as contain, only the unique objects mapped by the grid cells at the last two levels need to be selected to perform the contain space computation. Because all grid cells of different levels except the final level are fully overlaid by the query geometry object in Q-HBML index, consequently, this strategy is able to reduce a large number of unnecessary scans and space computation, which greatly enhances the spatial query efficiency. 
Optimized the strategy on merging grid cell codes
Merge continuous grid cell codes when scanning the index table to reduce the numbers of scans. Generally, when scanning continuously hundreds of grid cells, the grid cells will be scanned one by one in HBase, which seriously reduces the query efficiency. However, grid cell codes in the Q-HBML index table are first sorted by level and then sorted by hierarchical Hilbert codes. Thus, the method of merging continuous scan grid cells in each level by the start grid cell and the end grid cell is an effective way to reduce the number of scans and improve query efficiency.
Optimized Topological Query
According to the above spatial optimization strategies, a Q-HBML-based optimized topological query algorithm (see algorithm 2), ML-OTQ, is proposed. There are two core ideas in the process of the topological optimized query: (a) it first determines the effective and efficient computation methods according to different topological query relationships and then further filters unrelated objects based on the grid-object spatial relationships before performing the geometry computation; and (b) merges continuous grid cell codes to reduce the number of scans. The main steps of this algorithm are as follows.
Algorithm 2. Topology optimized query. Input: g: spatial query geometry; : start level in index table, : end level in index table, r: query topological relationship type; Output: S: array of vector spatial data; 1.
Step (1) Calculate the start level of g by CalculatePartitionStartLevel (see algorithm3); 2.
Step (2) if , then 3.
Calculate the grid cells where the center point of g is located from to ; 4. otherwise, next; 5.
Step (3) grid cells at the level -1 , grid cells at the level Calculate the multi-level 6. grids mapping of g from the level to the level , then next; 7.
Step (4) Determine the computation methods according to the topological relationship r. 8. If r is one of contain, within, intersect, equal and overlap, then 9. enter the next step; 10. else if r is one of cross, touch and disjoint, then 
Optimized the strategy on merging grid cell codes
Optimized Topological Query
According to the above spatial optimization strategies, a Q-HBML-based optimized topological query algorithm (see Algorithm 2), ML-OTQ, is proposed. There are two core ideas in the process of the topological optimized query: (a) it first determines the effective and efficient computation methods according to different topological query relationships and then further filters unrelated objects based on the grid-object spatial relationships before performing the geometry computation; and (b) merges continuous grid cell codes to reduce the number of scans. The main steps of this algorithm are as follows. Step (4) Determine the computation methods according to the topological relationship r. 8. If r is one of contain, within, intersect, equal and overlap, then 9. enter the next step; 10. else if r is one of cross, touch and disjoint, then 11. skip to Step (7); 12.
Step (5) Step (9) S ← Take geometry operations for V according to r, filter useless objects, and get 35. results. 36. return S 37. End. 
Evaluation
In this section, experiments are evaluated based on the real-world dataset. The environment of the experiments is introduced in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 gives the details of our experimental data. Section 5.3 shows the performance of horizontal HBase cluster expansion. Section 5.4 describes the Q-HBML index experiments. Spatial query optimization strategy experiments are described in Section 5.5. Finally, Section 5.6 shows the comparison of PostGIS, the regular grid index built on HBase, GeoMesa built on HBase and GeoWave built on HBase.
Experimental Environment
In this experiment, the cloud computing cluster is provided by several servers. The details of their configuration are shown in Table 4 . Besides, a server is used as the test machine. Table 5 shows the configuration of the test machine. In the experiment, query response time is counted five times to obtain the average. We implemented the range query processing with the coprocessor framework, considering the relatively large queried range. Table 4 . Configuration of the server node.
Items Parameters
Node configuration Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz (4 CPUs), 4 G RAM, 1 T Disk, 10,000 M network Node operation system CentOS 7. 
Experimental Data
In our experiment, spatial data are a map delineation set of land for land use in Hangzhou city (including 13 administrative districts). There are 6,782,561 polygons in the dataset. The whole data size is about 12.55 G. The record number of Jihong village is 113,625. The record number of Sandun town is 201,367. The record number of Hangzhou downtown is 2,102,648. A part of geographic area in Hangzhou downtown is shown in Figure 13 . Figure 13 . Figure 13 . Part of the polygons in Hangzhou downtown.
In our experiment, spatial data are a map delineation set of land for land use in Hangzhou city (including 13 administrative districts). There are 6,782,561 polygons in the dataset. The whole data size is about 12.55 G. The record number of Jihong village is 113,625. The record number of Sandun town is 201,367. The record number of Hangzhou downtown is 2,102,648. A part of geographic area in Hangzhou downtown is shown in
Performance of Horizontal HBase Cluster Expansion
In this section, the scalability performances of creating index and region query are validated. This experiment creates the Q-HBML index of the test dataset (6,782,561 polygons) by different numbers of HBase nodes. The start level of the index is 10, and the end level is 16. The result of creating index is shown in Figure 14 . With the increase of the number of HBase nodes, the time of creating the index of vector spatial data is decreasing; because the MapReduce model can make use of multiple server nodes to create the index in parallel. 
In this section, the scalability performances of creating index and region query are validated. This experiment creates the Q-HBML index of the test dataset (6,782,561 polygons) by different numbers of HBase nodes. The start level of the index is 10, and the end level is 16. The result of creating index is shown in Figure 14 . With the increase of the number of HBase nodes, the time of creating the index of vector spatial data is decreasing; because the MapReduce model can make use of multiple server nodes to create the index in parallel. Figure 15 reports the response time of the range query with different numbers of HBase nodes. It is obvious that horizontal cluster expansion can improve spatial query efficiency and demonstrate the scalability of the index.
Therefore, the following experiments are performed on a six-node cluster. One of them is the master, acting as the name node, job tracker and HMaster. The other nodes are slave nodes, acting as the data node, compute node, task tracker and HRegionServer. An experiment is also conducted to test the time of the range query by different numbers of HBase nodes. A rectangles area (118.607, 29.199, 119.344, 30.176 ) is chosen as the query region, which contains about 969,514 polygons. Figure 15 reports the response time of the range query with different numbers of HBase nodes. It is obvious that horizontal cluster expansion can improve spatial query efficiency and demonstrate the scalability of the index.
Therefore, the following experiments are performed on a six-node cluster. One of them is the master, acting as the name node, job tracker and HMaster. The other nodes are slave nodes, acting as the data node, compute node, task tracker and HRegionServer.
contains about 969,514 polygons. Figure 15 reports the response time of the range query with different numbers of HBase nodes. It is obvious that horizontal cluster expansion can improve spatial query efficiency and demonstrate the scalability of the index.
Therefore, the following experiments are performed on a six-node cluster. One of them is the master, acting as the name node, job tracker and HMaster. The other nodes are slave nodes, acting as the data node, compute node, task tracker and HRegionServer. Figure 15 . Region query efficiency by various numbers of nodes.
Comparison of the Q-HBML Index and the Regular Grid Index
To validate the effectiveness of the Q-HBML index proposed in this paper, experiments are designed to evaluate the grid cell construction number and region query efficiency in the dataset. In the experiments, with grid levels from 10-18, grid construction is executed in the Q-HBML index and traditional regular grid index, separately. Then, in the geographical region (118.904, 29.634, 119.139, 29.863), region queries are also executed separately in the Q-HBML index and traditional regular grid index.
Results on the grid cell construction number and query response time of the two indexes are shown in Figures 16 and 17 . It can be seen from them that, when the grid level is between 10 and 14, the number of grid cells constructed by the Q-HBML index and grid index is the same, and the query 
To validate the effectiveness of the Q-HBML index proposed in this paper, experiments are designed to evaluate the grid cell construction number and region query efficiency in the dataset.
In the experiments, with grid levels from 10-18, grid construction is executed in the Q-HBML index and traditional regular grid index, separately. Then, in the geographical region (118.904, 29.634, 119.139, 29.863), region queries are also executed separately in the Q-HBML index and traditional regular grid index.
Results on the grid cell construction number and query response time of the two indexes are shown in Figures 16 and 17 . It can be seen from them that, when the grid level is between 10 and 14, the number of grid cells constructed by the Q-HBML index and grid index is the same, and the query response time of the Q-HBML index and grid index is also almost the same. Nevertheless, when the grid size is gradually refined, as starting from Grid Level 17, the number of grid cells constructed by the Q-HBML index is obviously smaller than that of the grid index. Meanwhile, the response time of the Q-HBML index is quite lower than that of the grid index.
Compared with the grid index, results indicate that the Q-HBML index can reduce the redundancy of grid cells and has better query efficiency. From the 10th level to the 14th level, all grid cells contain the largest MBR of vector entities. That is why both indexes have the same grid cell construction numbers between the 10th and 14th level. However, from the 15th level to the 18th level, the number of grid cells constructed by the Q-HBML index is obviously smaller than that of the grid index. This is because, in the Q-HBML index, the grids do not need to split further if these grid cells are overlaid by the MBR of a vector entity, which reduces the redundancy of grid cells. The number of grid cells is an important factor that affects the efficiency of the spatial query. Therefore, as shown in Figure 17 , the query response time of the Q-HBML index is lower than that of grid index from the 15th level to the 18th level because of the smaller number of grid cells constructed by the Q-HBML index. However, with the increase of the grid level between the 16th and 18th, the query efficiency of the Q-HBML index decreases. The reason is that a larger number of grid cells needs to be scanned and takes up more space. Therefore, an optimal grid level value for the Q-HBML index is the 16th level in this dataset. Besides, the design of the rowkey in the Q-HBML index also contributes to the higher query efficiency because it makes the spatial indexes of entities that are close in distance be able to be stored close together on disks and reduces the scan time.
Q-HBML index. However, with the increase of the grid level between the 16th and 18th, the query efficiency of the Q-HBML index decreases. The reason is that a larger number of grid cells needs to be scanned and takes up more space. Therefore, an optimal grid level value for the Q-HBML index is the 16th level in this dataset. Besides, the design of the rowkey in the Q-HBML index also contributes to the higher query efficiency because it makes the spatial indexes of entities that are close in distance be able to be stored close together on disks and reduces the scan time. 
Performance of the Spatial Query Optimization Strategy
After the last experiments, the experiments in this subsection were designed to validate the effectiveness of the spatial query optimization strategies for the different sizes of spatial query objects. In our experiments, three different levels of administrative districts, including the rural area, town and urban area, were chosen as geographical regions for the spatial query. The record number of urban area data is larger than that of town area data, and the record number of town area data is larger than that of rural area data. Based on the Q-HBML index, the following optimization strategy tests were designed for the optimized strategy on the spatial query operator and the optimized strategy on the merging grid cell codes.
Test 1: Influence of the Optimized Strategy on the Spatial Query Operator
The result of the response time of the touch spatial query with the optimized strategy on the spatial query operator is shown in Figure 18 . We can conclude that the efficiency of the former is better than the latter, especially for more data records to query, such as the difference of the response time of queries in Hangzhou downtown.
Actually, the efficiency of the touch spatial query depends on the record number that needs to be operated. As we can see in Section 4.2, for the optimized strategy on the touch query, only the unique objects that are mapped by partly-covered grid cells at the last level need to be selected for touch geometry computation. In contrast, for the normal touch query, when querying the index table, not only are vector entities that touch the query target obtained, but also some vector entities 
Performance of the Spatial Query Optimization Strategy
Test 1: Influence of the Optimized Strategy on the Spatial Query Operator
Actually, the efficiency of the touch spatial query depends on the record number that needs to be operated. As we can see in Section 4.2, for the optimized strategy on the touch query, only the unique objects that are mapped by partly-covered grid cells at the last level need to be selected for touch geometry computation. In contrast, for the normal touch query, when querying the index table, not only are vector entities that touch the query target obtained, but also some vector entities that intersect with or are contained by the query target are, as well.
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Test 2: Influence of the Optimized Strategy on the Merging Grid Cell Codes
The result on the response time of the intersection spatial query with the optimized strategy on the merging grid cell codes is shown in Figure 19 . From Jihong village to Hangzhou downtown, it is obvious that the efficiency of the former is increasingly better than the latter as the query records grow. Figure 19 . Intersection query efficiency with the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes.
Actually, the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes is based on the clustering storage of rowkeys of the index table on disks. For the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes, the continued grid cells that are close in space will be merged. Therefore, when scanning the index table in HBase, only the merged grid cells will be scanned. However, for the normal query that does not merge grid cells, all grid cells will be scanned one by one, which definitely reduces the spatial Figure 18 . Touch query efficiency with the optimized strategy on spatial query operator.
The result on the response time of the intersection spatial query with the optimized strategy on the merging grid cell codes is shown in Figure 19 . From Jihong village to Hangzhou downtown, it is obvious that the efficiency of the former is increasingly better than the latter as the query records grow.
The result on the response time of the intersection spatial query with the optimized strategy on the merging grid cell codes is shown in Figure 19 . From Jihong village to Hangzhou downtown, it is obvious that the efficiency of the former is increasingly better than the latter as the query records grow. Actually, the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes is based on the clustering storage of rowkeys of the index table on disks. For the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes, the continued grid cells that are close in space will be merged. Therefore, when scanning the index table in HBase, only the merged grid cells will be scanned. However, for the normal query that does not merge grid cells, all grid cells will be scanned one by one, which definitely reduces the spatial query efficiency.
5.6. Comparison of PostGIS, Regular Grid Index, GeoMesa and GeoWave Actually, the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes is based on the clustering storage of rowkeys of the index table on disks. For the optimized strategy on merging grid cell codes, the continued grid cells that are close in space will be merged. Therefore, when scanning the index table in HBase, only the merged grid cells will be scanned. However, for the normal query that does not merge grid cells, all grid cells will be scanned one by one, which definitely reduces the spatial query efficiency.
Comparison of PostGIS, Regular Grid Index, GeoMesa and GeoWave
In this section, we compare the performance of PostGIS, the regular grid index, GeoMesa and GeoWave with range queries. The regular grid index, GeoMesa and GeoWave are built on HBase. We set the appropriate grid level to 16 as the end level for our Q-HBML and regular grid index. In the experiment, ten chosen rectangular areas are used for region query and are shown in Table 6 . The following measurements were separated by the first iteration, in which no results were present in the cache yet. The result on query response time of these methods is shown in Table 7 . From Table 7 , we can see that PostGIS is slightly better than the others for the small queries, while our method, GeoWave and GeoMesa outperform the others for the large queries. With the scale growth of data, the query times of PostGIS grow rapidly and continuously, followed by the regular grid index. The query times of our method, GeoWave and GeoMesa grow steadily.
In the experiment, the performance comparison between PostGIS and the other distributed storage methods in HBase proves that HBase is suitable for vector big data storage. Compared with the regular grid index, our method performs much better, especially when the amount of data increases. This is because, for our method, we can quickly locate the grid cells without scanning the full table by the design of the rowkey and Q-HBML index, and the query optimization mechanisms offer better pruning of unrelated data and fewer false positives, which greatly improve the performance of the query.
Comparing our method, GeoMesa and GeoWave, for the smaller region queries of the polygon data, the query efficiency of our method is similar to that of GeoMesa and GeoWave, while our method performs slightly better than GeoMesa and slightly worse than GeoWave for the larger queries. One of the reasons may be that GeoMesa uses the XZ curve for data with spatial extent, while our method and GeoWave use the Hilbert curve to represent two-dimensional grids at multiple levels. The Hilbert curve preserves a better locality than the Z-curve [27] . As the query region grows, more irrelevant data have to be scanned, since the Z-curve for ordering cells does not keep a good locality among subspaces.
Another reason could be that our method just scans grid cells at the last two levels for region query and further filters many unrelated grid cells through the coverage and partial coverage relationships before making the geometry computation, which significantly reduces the time greatly.
Overall, our method demonstrates its query strength for polygon data when it comes to larger amounts of data.
Conclusions
This paper focuses on the storage schema and fast topological query of massive vector polygon data in HBase. A quadtree and Hilbert-based multi-level grid index and two query optimization strategies are proposed. Firstly, in the vector data storage model, we design the HBase storage format, and the rowkey in HBase table is the concatenation of the Hilbert value of grid cells to which the center of the object entity's MBR belongs, the layer identifier and the order code. Secondly, a multi-level grid index structure, Q-HBML, is designed, and a generic algorithm for the Hilbert code is put forward to encode hierarchical Q-HBML grid cells. The rowkey in the index table is the concatenation of the grid level number and the hierarchical Hilbert code. Then, two query optimization strategies are proposed to optimize the spatial query process. Finally, based on the Q-HBML index and query optimization strategies, an optimized topological query algorithm is presented to improve the topological query efficiency.
Four groups of experiments are designed to validate the efficiency of our method. Experiments demonstrate that the Q-HBML index has high scalability, less grid redundancy and better topological query efficiency, and query optimization strategies can enhance the access efficiency. It is also proven that the range query efficiency of our method obviously outperforms PostGIS and the regular grid index for vector polygon big data.
In our study, although the query efficiency of vector data has been improved, the space of index storage and the performance of spatial relationship parallel computation can be optimized further. These will be discussed in future work.
